Speaking Spirits Ventriloquizing Dead Renaissance
new from university of toronto press - mlajournals - speaking spirits ventriloquizing the dead in
renaissance italy by sherry roush metropolitan tragedy genre, justice, and the city in early modern england by
marissa greenberg textual masculinity and the exchange of women in renaissance venice by courtney
quaintance the edwardses of halifax the making and selling of beautiful books in london and halifax,
1749–1826 by g.e. bentley jr. or [ese ... american boccaccio bibliography 2015-16 - brown - speaking
spirits: ventriloquizing the dead in renaissance italy. toronto: university of toronto press, 2015. sanguineti
white, laura. seduzione e privazione: il cibo nel decameron. lucca: maria pacini fazzi editore, 2016. sapegno,
natalino. a literary history of the fourteenth century. dante, petrarch, boccaccio. a study of their times and
works (storia let-teraria del trecento). currents in ... representations of self and city in botticelli's ... sherry roush’s speaking spirits: ventriloquizing the dead in renaissance italy (2015) discusses the concept of
eidolopoeia (idol making) in the context of fifteenth-century florence and the motives of civilians for creating
these idols for political, social, and economic reasons. roush’s book provided context regarding the relevance
of fifteenth-century commentary of the commedia, as well ... poor poor dumb mouths, and bid them
speak for me ... - in ventriloquizing users through personas, practitioners speak for users, while scripting
personas to speak for their creators: each magnifies the others’ voice. ghosts of futures past: spiritualism
and the cultural ... - potential to be found in speaking with dead voices, positing that radclyffe hall’s famous
stephen gordon, commonly read as a queer ancestor, is therefore made “a martyr to the future” (p. 175).
american dante bibliography for 2015 - american dante bibliography for 2015. compiled by danielle
callegari . edited by elisa brilli . this bibliography is intended to include all publications relating to dante (books,
articles, suzanne magnanini education - cu experts - 5 angelo poliziano. lettere volgari. ed. and intro elisa
curti. rome, 2016. quaderni d’italianistica 37.2 (2017): 235-237. sherry roush. speaking spirits: ventriloquizing
the dead in renaissance italy. paolo pucci - uvm - “speaking spirits: ventriloquizing the dead in renaissance
italy”. toronto: university of toronto press, 2015. 280 pp., forthcoming in italian quarterly.
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